Sharing the energy of knowledge

Executive Programme Energy
Transition and Innovation
Get ready for the future of energy – with Nyenrode Business University, RWTH Aachen
University of Technology and the International Energy Agency

23-26 March 2020
25-27 May 2020
Executive level

Module 1: Nyenrode, The Netherlands
Module 2: Paris, France
€ 5.950,-

English

4+3 days

Open market

Topics
Module 1:

Module 2:

•

•

Technological developments and implications
for the energy business

•

Innovation dynamics: how to respond to today’s
disruptive changes

•

The role of gas in the worldwide energy
transition

•

Digital transformations in the power sector

Views of the International Energy Agency on
energy trends and investments

•

Latest insights from the International Panel on
Climate Change

•

The role of major energy companies in the
energy transition

•

Presentations and discussion of participants’
‘Innovation Essays’

About the programme
In this advanced two-module programme a team of expert lecturers from universities, global institutions and leading energy
companies will acquaint you with the latest innovations and insights into the international energy transition.
You will take a deep dive into key aspects of the energy transition, including innovation dynamics, innovations in business
models, the impact of digitalisation and technological innovation on the energy sector, and the roles of key stakeholders
(major energy companies, policymakers, investors, researchers).

Executive Programme Energy Transition and Innovation
What’s in it for me?
Upon completion of this programme, the participants
will be able to:
•

Identify key challenges facing the energy sector

•

Understand the roles of gas, renewables and other forms of energy in the
global energy mix

•

Distinguish main trends

•

Analyse the role of innovation in the energy sector on the basis of case
studies

•

Write an “energy innovation essay” in which you develop your own
perspective on the energy transition

Identify and assess new business models in the energy sector

First-hand knowledge from experts in the field
Understand elements and steps of scenario planning

For who?
This programme is for professionals with considerable knowledge of the
energy sector, in particular mid and senior level positions from diverse
and multidisciplinary departments in companies and organisations. For
example:
•

Business development managers

•

Strategy consultants/managers

•

Operational, portfolio and risk managers

•

Marketing and performance consultants/managers

•

Innovation, research and business development advisors

•

Energy business and policy analysts

Certification
Participants of the Executive Programme Energy Transition will receive a
certificate on behalf of Energy Delta Institute. This Programme will
contribute to your continuing professional development.

€

Investment
€ 5.950,- (Accomodation costs and VAT excluded)
Energy Delta Institute (EDI) is an international energy business school. Our mission is to bring
together world-class knowledge and business skills to educate and inspire energy professionals,
so that they can become the new leaders of a sustainable energy future. The changing
energy world is forcing companies to innovate in order to stay competitive. Through a rich
variety of energy training courses and networking activities we prepare energy professionals
for challenges they face in this dynamic environment. The energy community has come to
appreciate EDI as a platform on which both partners and participants can exchange energy
knowledge. In addition, the energy sector faces the possibility of a growing shortage of
qualified personnel over the coming decades. The sector has only one choice: to invest in
knowledge. EDI was founded in 2002 by Gasunie, Gasterra, Gazprom and the University of
Groningen, and was later joined by Enagás and Shell.
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